A new application of artificial intelligence techniques in automatic compaction design for a VLSI mask layout is presented. To overcome the shortcomings of iterative search through a large problem space within a working memory, and therefore, to speed up the runtime of compaction, a set of rule-based region query operations and knowledge-based techniques for the plane sweep method are presented in this system. Experimental results have explored the possibility of using expert system technology to automate the compaction process by reasoning about the layout design, applying the sophisticated expert rules to its knowledge base. This artificial expertise will bring some advantages over human expertise. For instance, it is permanent, consistent, cheaper and modular. In this rule-based approach, rules can be added, deleted or modified without directly affecting the other sets of modularised rules. Moreover, the total amount of rule-based source code is less than that of the algorithmic compactor. So far, the experimental results have shown that our rulebased compactor is capable of producing dense layouts which are competitive with algorithmic compacted results.
Introduction
In years past, almost all of the published works on the applications of artificial intelligent (AI) technology to the problems of VLSI/CAD [18] were focused on verification [l], synthesis [2] , placement [3] , routing [4, 51, layout generation [6, 7, 81, and even an ASIC design [SI. Since manual compaction is tedious, time-consuming, and error-prone, many conventional algorithmic approaches for layout compaction [ l l , 121 have been presented in the past decades. For example, the three most popular algorithmic approaches include compression-ridge [22] , virtual-grid [23] , and constraint-graph [ 12-14, lo] based methodologies. Some of the one-dimensional algorithmic compactors are going to have mature products, however, the performances of these algorithms are never comparable to those of human experts. Based on this, the authors intended to develop a rule-based expert system as an artificial expert to solve the problem of layout compaction [26] . This artificial expertise will bring some advantages over human expertise. For instance, it is permanent, consistent, cheaper and modular. In this rule-based approach, rules can be added, deleted or modified without directly affecting the other sets of modularised rules. Moreover, the total amount of rule-based source code is less than that of the algorithmic compactor. So far, the experimental results have shown that our rulebased compactor is capable of producing dense layouts which are competitive with algorithmic compacted results.
System overview
The expert compactor is a modularised layout compactor targeted for double-metal N-well CMOS process technology. By replacing the set of process dependent design rules in the knowledge base, this compactor can be used in a process independent manner. The choice of Xcompaction or Y-compaction as the first step, from which different final packed results may be obtained, is freely selected by the user. Input description of the mask layout, which will be read into working memory by the functional operations in C language as shown in Fig. 1 , is an object list with a layer number and absolute geometric locations. Before reading the input file, this system allows the user to choose optionally the cut and merge operation which is also written in C language. The cut and merge operation will rearrange some overlapped pairs of the source file. Dataflow architecture for the expert compactor Fig. 2 presents four examples for the cut and merge operations. In addition, all of the design rules and user specified constraints are embedded as a knowledge pactor is translated and displayed as a physical layout through a new packed object-list to mask-layout translator, which is written in C language in References 14 and 24. Fig. 1 denotes the data flow architecture of the expert compactor. In summary, the system scheme can be grouped into six essential features: (i) Preprocess the technology design rules, the circuit electrical requirements, and the user specified constraints.
(ii) Maintain a rule-based area localisation technique to speed up the runtime and a rule-based plane sweep method to encounter the layout objects effectively.
(iii) Generate pairs of constrained edges for design rule checking or constraint optimising.
(iv) Depress the redundancy effects of the conflict set from various constraints.
(v) Reduce unnecessary slack to obtain a more packed layout.
(vi) Take the miscellaneous expert rules into practice.
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The study of data structures for area searching in 2D-space [19, 201 is a fascinating subject of practical interest in VLSI/CAD physical layout tools' design [13, 14, 211 . Instead of searching in a linear time order, most of the presented data structures perform the region query in a time order of O(log N ) , where N presents the total number of objects in 2D-space. A region query, frequently referred to as a 'pick' operation, will find all objects which intersect a specified region (window). Since the speed of such queries is crucial in many CAD applications, the efficiency of the adopted data structure becomes very important for the algorithmic approaches. In addition to algorithmic approaches, the rule-based expert approach also needs some efficient heuristics to obtain the 'pick' operation at sheer speed.
Consider Fig. 3 , there are twelve objects located on the layout plane. Five of them, shown in heavy solid lines are intersected by the specified window drawn in dashed lines. It is observed that there must be many possible relative geometric relations between window and each of the intersected objects. After collecting and classifying all of these relations, we get a summary of 205 possible relations. Without advanced analysing and extracting, it Knowledge-based space searching techniques 14 would be a painful experience to pull out the available expert rules from the large amount of possible relations. 
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Pseudo production rules a Pseudo production rule for the first class of region query h Pseudo production rule for the second class of region query c Pseudo production rule for the third class of region query d Pseudo production rule for the fourth class of region query e Pseudo production rule for the fifth class of regon query By using rule-based region query operations to assist the implicit searching techniques of the pattern matching embedded in OPS5, the unavoidable slow runtime of knowledge-based techniques can be improved. and finite, and it is necessary and much more desirable to transfer the continuous sweeping process to a discrete jumping operation. Although presorting the X -and Yco-ordinates of all of the layout objects, respectively, could fit this requirement, it is not adaptable to our research work for two reasons. First, there is already a completely sorted tree structure embedded in the working memory elements of the knowledge engineering tool, OPS5 [15-171. Sorting the data of the layout objects is a waste of time and is unsuitable for applying AI technology to our layout compaction scheme. Secondly, during the compaction process, the operations of region query are very often employed for recognising and coordinating the neighbouring relationships of constraints. Hence it is reasonable to imply the jumping operation to a rule-based approach by taking the sweeping line to be a particularly specified window of region query. j R a c r 9 j R L 9 j K c r 9 . . ., j R a c r , 1 3 j R a c r , 2 > . . . : individual active rectangle for S j .
Here we define the active rectangles as the rectangles intersected by the specified sweeping line, S j . ;choose the candidated active rectangles, one ;by one.
;the accepted active rectangle, R,, must have a ;smallest X-co-ordinate of the right edge.
{v R E Bj * Rx(Rb) < Lx(R)}
;the X-co-ordinate of the left edges of all of the ;rectangles belong to B j must be larger than or ;equal to the X-co-ordinate of the right edge of the ;accepted active rectangle.
;the X-co-ordinate of the next sweeping line is set ;as the X-co-ordinate of the right edge of the acce-;pted active rectangle, R , .
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(p evaluate-next-sweep-case2 ;a disruption exists in the layout, see Fig. 6 . ;choose the candidated R E Bj s one by one, where ;the X-co-ordinate of the left edge of B j must be ;smaller than any one of the current active ;rectangles.
(V R; E BJ -L,(R,-) d L,(R;))
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;the X-co-ordinate of the left edge of the accepted ;R E Bj must be smaller than or equal to any one ;of Bj .
+
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Constraint formulation
Before giving an example study for applying the knowledge-based plane sweep technique to the knowledge domain of the compaction scheme in the sixth section, the prerequisite mathematical model of the layout constraints will be formulated in this Section. The layout constraints are formed from the design rules, the user specified constraints and the implicit electrical requirements embedded in the layout. In this paper, we will focus our arguments on the horizontal constraints which are generated between the X-co-ordinates of the left and right edges of the rectangles. Recall that every rectilinear rectangle has been partitioned into rectangles before compaction. In a similar way, the vertical constraints used for Y-compaction can be established. Most of the constraints take the form
where the constraint Apq is a positive value, and e p and e, are the X-co-ordinates of the left/right edges of the same/ different rectangles. Besides, some other constraints are brought up in the following forms:
e, -ep < ;Ipq.
(7)
e, -e p >, Apq and ep -e, 3 -Ap,,
ep -e, >, -; I p q .
(9) Accordingly, we then summarise all of the layout constraints from eqns. 5, 8 and 9 into a union form of or Here eqn. 6 is capable of being transferred into and eqn. 7 into e, -ep 2 Apq and/or e, -e, 2 -Ap, .
(10)
All of these constraints can be basically classified into three types. They are described in the following.
Type I : width constraints (A,).
Constraints set up from the left and right edges of the attentive object may consist of the min/max width constraints (> or <) and/or the frozen constraints (=) of objects. Such constraints, despite the fact that they will come from design rules, user specified constraints or electrical requirements, are abstractly termed width constraints and are illustrated in Fig. 9 . Constraints existing between the right edges of the left objects and the left edges of the separated right objects are called separation constraints. In short, 'separation' means those two objects are never overlapped with each other.
Type I l l : connection constraints (All1). From Fig. 9 , the majority of all of the constraints are grouped into connection constraints, which denote all of the constraints formed between any two intersected pairs of objects.
To fully exploit the relationship between any pair of intersected objects, the connection constraints are divided into four classes:
zAl l I, 32111 and 4A111, as shown in Fig. 6 . Among these four classes of type (111) constraints, the first three of them are independent, and 4A111 is always absent in most real process technology. The following property gives us evidence to show the great consequence of 1 4 1 1 9 2 4 1 1 and 3& .
Property :
For every intersected pair of Ri and R j , i # j , on the layout plane, there must exist at most three type (111) constraints between them.
RI
Proof of Property :
Recall that any type of constraint can be described by eqn. 10 . It is not difficult to see that all of the constraints formed from the design rules, user specified constraints or electrical requirements but settled up on the same couple edges of e p and e 4 , p # q, may be combined and reduced into a unique constraint in the form of eqn. 10. For any pair of intersected objects, since totally there exist four distinct edges, the maximum number of constraints possibly extracted from them is C; = 6. Among these six constraints, two of them belong to type (I) and the others are dependent on each other. From Fig. 10 , it is expected that only three of the four remaining constraints are constraint independent. Hence we conclude the property. As mentioned above, besides providing a random space searching, the expert region query techniques were successfully taken to build a rule-based plane sweep operation through which the layout objects were thoroughly traversed in a systematic manner. Between each jumping step of the sweeping line, some traversed layout objects will be encountered at their left or right edges. At that time, a great number of neighbouring constraints must be checked over by employing domain knowledge to obtain a dense layout. Wherein the neighbouring constraints are localised by region query techniques. In this Section, after describing the rule-based sweeping operation, efforts will be given to attempt to present an example of the width compaction case for knowledge representations and how to reason out their related expert rules. 
;assign possible compacted units to the delta ;x-variables concerned with AI, 2A111, 3Al11, and ;4;1111, respectively.
(Make goal-caseA-Rj)
;trigger the control goal for case A in conjunction ;with one of the slave objects of Rj.
)
After activating the subgoal of goal caseA R,, two most important expert rules shown in the following for responding to the possible candidate compaction distances will be triggered. Finally, by analysing all of the candidated compaction distances, an acceptable set of compaction distances will be extracted to perform physical compaction. ;end of case A for Rj .
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Our system involves a lot of sets of expert rules for different cases which are extracted in a similar way but are limited to being enclosed one by one in this paper. Moreover, it is evident that an exhaustive traversal of all the possible geometric relationships among the layout objects will ensure a correctly compacted result. Despite n n U U If {there is a horizontal object connecting two vertical objects in the same net} and {the horizontal object is on a different layer in comparing with the two vertical objects} and {the horizontal object which is on the same layer as the two vertical objects is free and was not used by any other net} (change the layer of the horizontal object into the same layer as the layer of the two vertical objects) (remove the two contact objects) then Fig. 13 
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Pseudo expert rule for layer rearrangement the quick search and efficient jumping line techniques, the system will generally run slower. However, to obtain a denser layout depends on additional miscellaneous expert rules by which the performance of the expert compactor can be promoted to compete with a human expert. Here, in addition to presenting final results in the next Section, two examples for putting the matching conditions of extended miscellaneous expert rules into practice is displayed in Figs 
Results and conclusions
This paper presents a rule-based expert compactor, in place of the conventional approach of algorithms, to explore the possibility of using expert system technology to automate the compaction process by reasoning out the layout design and applying the sophisticated expert rules to its knowledge base. The novel rule-based expert compactor has demonstrated that for a process independent mask layout, first, the set of design rules are examined by efficient region query operations and a knowledge-based area localisation of the plane sweep method, then the user specified constraints and the circuit electrical requirements are checked over to rearrange the source layout into a denser size. Fig. 15 presents an example of the experimental result. The source layout shown in Fig. 15a contains more than 24 transistors. The compacted result gives an area reduction of 67.5% in a runtime of about 2,000 seconds and is shown in Fig. 15b .
To compare with performance of other compaction techniques, Fig. 16 presents another layout example selected from the Boyer's benchmark [25] . The source layout, the compacted result from the expert compactor, and the compacted result from the algorithmic compactor presented in References 14 and 24 are illustrated in Fig. 16a, b and c, respectively. The performance shown in Fig. 16d will support our claim that this expert compactor is competitive with the algorithmic compactor.
The system consists of approximately 3,000 lines of source code and contains about 200 rules. To speed up the execution time, the newest version of this system is currently settled on a SUN 3 workstation. In this rulebased approach, the expert rules can be easily added, bt .I I C! PA . deleted or modified without significantly affecting the modularisation of the whole set of expert rules. By refining better heuristics in the control strategy, and adding more rules to the domain knowledge base, we expect further improvement in both the runtime and compacted density. Besides, the main interest of our future extension will be to consider inducing the heuristic design techniques of a knowledge-based expert system to achieve a two-dimensional compaction scheme in a building block level. Benchmark from Boyer's paper [25] 
